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We study the temperature evolution of the ^q¯q& condensate below the chiral phase transition. The hadronic
gas is described using a virial expansion within generalized chiral perturbation theory. In such a way, we can
implement both the large or small chiral condensate scenarios and analyze the condensate dependence on the
values of the lightest quark masses. @S0556-2821~98!02123-7#
PACS number~s!: 12.39.Fe, 11.30.Rd, 21.65.1fI. INTRODUCTION
The properties of QCD at finite temperature have raised
considerable interest in the literature ~see @1# and references
therein!. At low temperatures it seems that color is confined
and chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken. However,
from asymptotic freedom, it is expected that at high tempera-
tures color will be liberated and chiral symmetry restored. It
is a matter of intense debate whether there should be one or
two phase transitions, at what temperatures they would oc-
cur, and what their nature would be.
Within the standard wisdom the quark chiral condensate
^0uq¯qu0& plays a central role in this problem, since it is
assumed that chiral symmetry breaking is produced by a
strong condensation of quark-antiquark pairs @2#. However,
in recent years, this hypothesis has been questioned, opening
the possibility of small, even vanishing, ^0uq¯qu0& scenarios
@3–5#. ~Note that we use ^0uq¯qu0& for the condensate at T
50 and ^q¯q& in general.!
The evolution of the quark condensate with the tempera-
ture has indeed been addressed using several approaches. In
general, the properties of ^q¯q& can be derived from a some-
what idealized dilute pion gas, which is commonly described
using an effective Lagrangian formalism @6#, as we will do
here, or by means of finite temperature QCD sum rules @7#.
In general, all these and other approaches @8# yield a rather
consistent picture, although they usually have the large con-
densate assumption built in.
In this work we want to know how the actual value of
^0uq¯qu0&, as well as the light quark masses, can modify the
behavior of the chiral condensate, as for instance, with
changes in the phase transition temperature. With that pur-
pose, we will describe the pion gas by means of the virial
expansion and using the interactions obtained from the chiral
perturbation theory ~ChPT! formalism @9#, although allowing
for a wide range of ^0uq¯qu0& values. Such a framework is
usually referred to as generalized chiral perturbation theory
~GChPT! @3,4#. It should be noticed that we will be dealing
with two effects: First, at T50, the size of ^0uq¯qu0& , which
may be different from the standard large value. Second, the
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the modifications in the meson interactions due to the differ-
ent scheme of the explicit chiral symmetry breaking. Our
purpose is to study what the interplay is of these two effects.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we describe
briefly the ChPT and GChPT formalisms, focusing on the
relation between the quark and meson masses with the quark
condensate. The next section is devoted to the virial expan-
sion for the pion gas, where we introduce the temperature
dependence. In Sec. IV we study the condensate dependence
both on the temperature and the ratio of light quark masses,
using the O(p4) amplitudes of GChPT. Next, in Sec. V, we
estimate the contributions from heavier states, and in Sec. VI
we summarize our results.
II. STANDARD AND GENERALIZED CHIRAL
PERTURBATION THEORY
When considering just three massless quark flavors, the
QCD Lagrangian exhibits an SU(3)L3SU(3)R symmetry
which, even neglecting particle masses, is not present in the
physical spectrum. Instead, we observe an approximate
SUL1R(3) symmetry, which means that the SU(3)L2R chiral
group has to be spontaneously broken. According to the
Goldstone Theorem, there should be eight massless Gold-
stone bosons ~GB!, which are identified with the pions, ka-
ons and the eta. In a first approximation, these GB couple to
the spontaneously broken currents with strength F
;90 MeV. These particles are so light compared with the
typical hadronic scales, that they will dominate the hadronic
dynamics at low energies or temperatures.
In order to describe the hadronic dynamics at low ener-
gies we can therefore use these fields to build an effective
Lagrangian, made of the most general terms that respect the
above symmetry breaking pattern. As we are interested in the
low energy regime, the terms are organized according to
their number of derivatives. It can be seen, by counting the
powers of momenta of different diagrams, that it is possible
to renormalize any calculation and obtain finite results order
by order in the expansion @10#. We could also couple gauge
fields, scalar and pseudoscalar sources, etc. . . . , which would
allow us to describe other processes. This whole approach is
usually known as chiral perturbation theory ~ChPT! @9#.
Explicit chiral symmetry breaking
Up to the moment we have just considered the chiral
limit. When quark masses are turned on, the GB become
massive pseudo-GB and their masses can be obtained, ge-
nerically, as©1998 The American Physical Society02-1
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2 .2B0mˆ 1O~mq2!
M K
2 .~mˆ 1ms!B01O~mq2!
M h
2 .
2
3 ~m
ˆ 12ms!B01O~mq2!, ~1!
where mˆ 5(mu1md)/2 ~we will consider isospin as an exact
symmetry! and B0 and other coefficients that may appear at
higher orders are to be determined phenomenologically.
Throughout this work, the first one will play a very relevant
role, since it has a very physical meaning: In the chiral limit,
and up to a normalization factor, it is nothing but the chiral
condensate; namely
^0uq¯qu0&[^0uu¯u1d¯du0& ——!
mˆ!0
22F0
2B0 . ~2!
At this point two different approaches appear in the litera-
ture. The first one, still called ChPT @9#, is to assume that the
mass expansions in Eq. ~1! are dominated by the B0 term. Its
origin can be traced to the Gell-Mann–Okubo ~GMO! and
Gell-Mann–Oakes–Renner ~GOR! formulas, which, within
the effective formalism, are obtained at first order by elimi-
nating B0 in Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. This large condensate scenario
usually requires B0;O(1GeV) and, apart from the GMO
and GOR formulas, it is supported by several lattice calcu-
lations @11#. Within this framework, the quark masses count
as O(p2). The second approach, known as generalized chiral
perturbation theory ~GChPT! @3,4#, is nothing but consider-
ing the possibility that the O(mq2) terms could be of compa-
rable size or even larger than the B0 term. As a consequence,
both the quark masses and B0 count as O(p). This approach
is supported by some deviations from the Goldberger-
Treiman relation in pN , KL and KS @12# and some calcu-
lations using variationally improved perturbation theory or a
relativistic many body approach @13#.
Those two alternatives are usually compared with the
spontaneous magnetization MW of spin systems: On the one
hand, ferromagnets present an ordered ground state where
the magnetization spontaneously acquires an MW Þ0 value.
That would be analogous to the standard ChPT. On the other
hand, in anti-ferromagnets the magnetization remains at MW
50, which would be similar to the extreme case of GChPT
where B050. Note that, despite their difference, in both sys-
tems the spins are oriented in one preferred spatial direction
and therefore the SO(3) rotational symmetry is broken.
Back to our subject, it should be noticed that both ap-
proaches have the same terms in the Lagrangian, although
they are organized differently, and their relative size is also
changed. Indeed, it is possible to reobtain standard ChPT as
a special case of GChPT.
At present, the experimental data does not exclude any of
the two scenarios, although this question may be solved in a
few years with an accurate measurement of pp scattering
lengths from the decay of p1p2 atoms @14#.
Thus, since we are interested in high temperature differ-
ences with the standard scenario, throughout this paper we01400will use the GChPT formalism. As usual, the pseudo-GB
fields are grouped in an SU~3! matrix as follows:
U5exp~ iF/F !;
F5A2S 1A2 p01 1A6 h p1 K1p2 2 1A2 p01 1A6 h K0
K2 K¯ 0 2
2
A6
h
D .
~3!
And then, with the GChPT power counting described above,
the O(p2) Lagrangian is usually written as
L˜ ~2 !5 4
F2
$tr~DmUDmU†!12B0trM~U†1U !
1A0 tr~MU†MU†1MUMU !
1Z0
S trM~U1U†!21Z0P trM~U2U†!2
12H0tr~M 2!% , ~4!
whereM5diag(mˆ ,mˆ ,ms) is the quark mass matrix. In stan-
dard ChPT, only the two first terms are O(p2), whereas the
rest is counted as O(p4). From the above Lagrangian we
obtain the following meson masses:
M p
2 52mˆ B014mˆ 2A014mˆ ~2mˆ 1ms!Z0
S
,
M K
2 5~mˆ 1ms!B01~mˆ 1ms!2A0
12~mˆ 1ms!~2mˆ 1ms!Z0
S
,
M h
2 5
2
3 ~m
ˆ 12ms!B01
4
3 ~m
ˆ
212ms
2!A0
1
4
3 ~m
ˆ 12ms!~2mˆ 1ms!Z0
S
1
8
3 ~ms2m
ˆ !2Z0
P
. ~5!
Comparing with Eq. ~1!, we have just added the O(mq2)
terms. In the standard formalism, since only B0 is present, it
can be eliminated and one recovers, at O(p2), the GMO and
GOR relations. That is no longer possible in GChPT, al-
though these relations will be recovered at higher orders. Of
the three O(mq2) parameters there are two, ZS0 and ZP0 , which
violate the Zweig rule. They are expected to be small from
large Nc arguments and is usual to neglect their contribution,
and so we will do likewise in most of what follows.
Note that, since the pion, kaon and eta mass values are
known, then, changing the value of B0 is nothing but chang-
ing the values of the quark masses. As a matter of fact, the2-2
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ratios of light quark masses ~for a recent update, see @15# and
references therein! or even to evaluate mˆ itself. However,
most of these works have used the standard ChPT formalism
and have the large condensate assumption built in, so that
their results would change if it was removed. Nevertheless,
there are determinations of ms2mu , which do not rely on a
large condensate value. For the sake of simplicity, and in
order to facilitate the comparison with previous works @4#,
we will use the value ms2mu5(184632) MeV, given in
@16#. That is,
mˆ 5
184632
r21 MeV. ~6!
~There are other similar analyses in Ref. @17#, whose results
are all consistent with the previous relation.! As a conse-
quence, the parameter that determines the relative size of the
O(mq) and O(mq2) terms is the quark mass ratio r5ms /mˆ ,
which ranges in the interval
r1[2
M K
M p
21<r<2
M K
2
M p
2 21[r2 . ~7!
The upper limit corresponds to the extreme case of a very
large B0 condensate, whereas the second corresponds to B0
50. ~Vacuum stability requires B0 ,A0 ,Z0
S>0.)
Of course, all these formulas are valid up to O(p2). For
the moment, we have restricted ourselves to the O(p2) case
since it already displays the features of GChPT which are
relevant for this work. In section four we will state our re-
sults including higher order corrections, although we will
just present the GChPT formulas without such a detailed
introduction.
The chiral condensate at zero temperature
Using the GChPT Lagrangian in Eq. ~4!, the chiral con-
densate at O(p2) is then given by
^0uq¯qu0&522F0
2@B1mˆ ~A01H0!1# , ~8!
where B5B012(ms12mˆ )Z0S . In practice B0 cannot be
separated from B by looking at quark masses alone, but we
have already commented that Z0
S is expected to be very
small, so that B;B0 . The parameter H0 is associated with
the contact term of two scalar sources, which does not con-
tain meson fields. However, it is needed as a short distance
counterterm, and it indeed depends on the renormalization
conventions, which introduce some small ambiguity ~see @9#
for a discussion!. Nevertheless, using QCD sum rules with a
simple model for the spectral function, and keeping Fp
2 M p
2
fixed at its physical value, it has been found @18# that the
chiral condensate can be described by
mˆ ^0uq¯qu0&.2Fp
2 @M p
2 24mˆ 2V# ~9!01400with V54.760.7. At O(p2), the V parameter is nothing but
(A02H0)/2. We will use the above equation to estimate the
size of the quark condensate at T50.
In Fig. 1 we show the dependence of the condensate with
mˆ , for V54.7. Note that the plot starts at mˆ 57 MeV,
which is approximately the standard ChPT value. There,
^0uq¯qu0&.2(280)3 MeV3, and it decreases smoothly as mˆ
gets larger, until it vanishes around mˆ .30 MeV. The
shaded area between dashed lines covers the uncertainty in
V .
As a check of Eq. ~9! we can see that it is consistent with
previous estimates within the framework of standard ChPT
@9#, where
mˆ ^0uq¯qu0&52F0
2M p
2 F 11 M p232p2Fp2 ~4h¯ 11 l¯321 !G
[2F0
2M p
2 1
c
~10!
and the h¯ 1 and l¯3 parameters play a similar role as that of the
GChPT O(p2) parameters, although in Standard ChPT they
appear at O(p4). In that case, estimates based on a simple r
resonance model and the large Nc limit yield c50.87 and
c50.9060.05, respectively @6#. If we introduce in Eq. ~9! a
value in the range mˆ from 5 to 10 MeV, and take into ac-
count the fact that in standard ChPT Fp /F0.1.057, we ob-
tain c50.9560.04, which is a highly nontrivial check of Eq.
~9!. ~Throughout this section we have neglected higher order
logarithmic contributions that would yield corrections of the
order of 1%.!
III. THE VIRIAL EXPANSION AND TEMPERATURE
EFFECTS
At low energies the free energy z is dominated by the
contributions from the lightest particles. Therefore, we can
use the Euclidean form of the above Lagrangian @denoted
L(x)] within the standard finite temperature functional Eu-
FIG. 1. The chiral condensate at zero temperature as a function
of the light quark mass mˆ , Eq. ~9!. The continuous line corresponds
to the central value of V . The uncertainty due to its error is covered
by the shaded area.2-3
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z52T lim
L!`
1
L3
E @dU#expS 2E
L33[0,T]
d4x L~x ! D ,
~11!
where, as usual, the functional integration is over pion fields
which are periodic in the Euclidean time, with period b
51/T ~see Ref. @6#!. From the free energy we can derive any
other thermodynamic property of our system, but let us first
notice that since there is a spontaneously broken symmetry,
even at T50 there is some nonvanishing vacuum energy
density e0 . As a consequence, the pressure is defined only
from the temperature dependent part of the free energy, P
[e02z .
The quark condensate is now obtained as the derivative of
the free energy with respect to the quark mass. That is
^q¯q&[
]z
]mˆ
5^0uq¯qu0&2
]P
]mˆ
, ~12!
where we have used that at T50 the condensate is nothing
but the vacuum expectation value ^0uq¯qu0&[]e0 /]mˆ .
In this section we will just concentrate on how to obtain
]P/]mˆ . For that purpose, one possibility is to calculate the
free energy from the effective Lagrangian, as was done in @6#
within standard ChPT. That method follows the very same
philosophy of the chiral expansion, but is rather lengthy. In
this paper we will make use of existing one loop calculations
of elastic pp scattering, together with the relativistic virial
expansion of a pion gas @19,20#.
Let us then consider a gas made only of pions. This ap-
proximation seems reasonable as long as the temperatures
remain sufficiently below the kaon threshold @6#. Within the
virial formalism, the pressure can be expanded as follows
P53TS M pT2p D
3/2
(
k51
`
Bke2bMpk53
T
l3
(
k51
`
Bk~T !jk.
~13!
The factors of three come from the fact that we are neglect-
ing isospin breaking effects. Thus, there are effectively three
different species of particles, labeled according to their third
isospin component, that behave identically with respect to
strong forces. We have also defined l5(2p/M pT)1/2,
which is the thermal pion wavelength. Note that the expan-
sion parameter is the fugacity j5e2bMp. In a nonrelativistic
framework, the expansion is usually performed using the
definition j5ebm, where m would be the chemical potential.
In contrast, in the relativistic case, there is a rest energy
given by M p , whose contribution to Eq. ~11! is equivalent to
a chemical potential m52M p in a nonrelativistic descrip-
tion.
There is a closed expression for the virial coefficients of
the free gas, which is
Bn
~0 !~T !5
3
n~M pT !3/2
A2
pE0
`
dpp2e2nbE~p !2Mp.
~14!01400In order to deal with the interacting gas, we will just consider
two particle interactions, which can be justified as long as the
density remains small. In @6# it was shown that this is con-
sistent with the three loop calculation in ChPT. In such case,
it is enough to keep the two first terms of the virial expan-
sion, whose coefficients will be given by @19#
B1~T !5B1
~0 !~T !
B2~T !5B2
~0 !~T !1
4e2Mp /T
~2pM pT !3/2
E
2Mp
`
dEE2K1~E/T !
3S (
I ,J
~2I11 !~2J11 !d IJ~E ! D , ~15!
where K1(x) is the modified Bessel function which behaves
as Ap/2xe2x when x!` . It is important to notice that the
only dynamical information we need are the phase shifts d IJ .
As an estimate of the applicability of this approach, it was
shown in @20# that the second order virial expansion yields
less than a 1% error when applied to the free gas up to T
;250 MeV.
Let us finally remark that the high temperature behavior
of the chiral condensate will be due to two different effects.
First, the starting T50 value, which may differ from the
standard, large condensate, value. But, second, it also de-
pends on how the mass dependence of the phase shifts has
changed with respect to standard ChPT.
In the next section the phase shifts will we obtained using
the existing GChPT calculations of the pp elastic scattering
amplitudes @4#. In later sections we will include contributions
from particles more massive than pions.
IV. THE GENERAL SCENARIO
Higher orders in GChPT
Within the standard ChPT it was shown in @6# that the
O(p4) contributions accelerate the melting of the chiral con-
densate, lowering the critical temperature. Our aim now is to
include the equivalent corrections within GChPT. Unfortu-
nately, we have already seen that the L˜ (2) Lagrangian has
more terms that the standard L (2). That means that there are
many more phenomenological parameters in the Lagrangian,
which in many cases are not very well known. The situation
gets even worse at higher orders. In general, the GChPT
Lagrangian is built of terms like @3,4#
L˜ ~d !5 (
k1l1n
B0
nL~k ,l ! , with L~k ,l !;O~pkmql ! . ~16!
Indeed, we have already given L˜ (2) in Eq. ~4! and we found
that some of the constants are not very well determined. For
the complete expression of the O(p4) Lagrangian we refer to
@4#. For our purposes, there are several relevant modifica-
tions to our previous discussion: First, now there are three
different decay constants Fp , FK and Fh . Second, neglect-
ing Zweig rule violating parameters, the expressions for M p
and M K in Eq. ~5! are now modified to2-4
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2
F2
M p
2 52mˆ B014mˆ 2A01
Fp
2
F2
dM p
2
,
FK
2
F2
M K
2 5~mˆ 1ms!B01~mˆ 1ms!2A01
FK
2
F2
dM K
2
,
~17!
where dM i
2 are higher order corrections and logarithmic
terms @4#, whose size is dM i
2,0.1M i
2 @21# ~see below!. As a
consequence, the range of allowed r values is shifted up-
wards to
r1*[2
FKM K
FpM p
21<r<2
~FKM K!2
~FpM p!2
21[r2* . ~18!
With this modifications now r1*.8 and r2* can be as large as
39.
Finally, there are also higher order corrections to the T
50 condensate itself, which contain chiral logarithms. That
means that we cannot simply say that V5(A01H0)/2. Nev-
ertheless we can still use the phenomenological parameter
V54.760.7 in Eq. ~9!.
The one loop pp amplitude in GChPT
Next, we need the p1p2!p0p0 scattering amplitude
itself. Although it has been calculated in GChPT up to two
loops @3,4#, for our purposes it will be more than enough to
consider the one loop result, which reads
A~s ,t ,u !5
a
3Fp
2 M p
2 1
b
Fp
2 S s2 43 M p2 D1 l1Fp4 ~s22M p2 !2
1
l1
Fp
4 @~ t22M p
2 !21~u22M p
2 !2#
1J¯ ~a ,b!~s ,t ,u ! , ~19!
where
J¯ ~a ,b!~s ,t ,u !5
1
6Fp
4 H 4F56 aM p2 1bS s2 43 M p2 D G2
2F23 aM p2 2bS s2 43 M p2 D G
2J J¯~s !
1
1
12Fp
4 H 3F23 aM p2 2bS t2 43 M p2 D G2
1b2~s2u !~ t24M p
2 !J J¯~ t !
1
1
12Fp
4 H 3F23 aM p2 1bS u2 43 M p2 D G2
1b2~s2t !~u24M p
2 !J J¯~u ! ~20!01400and J¯ is the standard one-loop integral @9#.
In the literature, the values of the a , b , l1 and l2 are
fitted from experiment. However, in order to obtain the con-
densate dependence with the temperature, we need the de-
rivative of the pressure with respect to M p , and just a fitted
value is not enough. Therefore, we also need to know the
M p dependence of the parameters, and, if we want to study
the effects of changing the light quark masses, we also need
the dependence on r.
Phenomenological parameters
The actual expressions of the a , b , parameters are rather
complicated and involve many parameters from the GChPT
Lagrangian, which frequently are not very well determined.
In addition they contain chiral logarithms. It is therefore very
convenient to expand a and b in powers of quark masses,
namely
a5 (
n50
3
a~n !, b5 (
n50
3
b~n !. ~21!
Notice that, in GChPT, since quark masses are considered as
O(p), these expansions involve terms that count as odd
powers of momenta.
The above expansions have been worked out in @4#, and
they are the following:
a~r !5116
r2*2r
r221
2
4
r21S FK2Fp2 21 D
118~22r !rˆ 126 r rˆ 21a~2 !~r !
b~r !511
2
r21S FK2Fp2 21 D 1b~2 !~r ! , ~22!
where in all the above equations we have neglected the
Zweig rule violating parameters.
Let us now try to estimate the size of the different terms
in the a and b expansions. Let us then look back at the
allowed values of r, Eq. ~18!. The relevant point for our
discussion is that now, even with the lowest value r58, we
obtain, using Eq. ~6!, that mˆ <(2664.6) MeV. Therefore
we can estimate that the terms coming from B0 and A0
should be O(1), those from L˜ (3) should be O(10%) and
those from L(2,2) and L(0,4) should at most reach the 1%
level. Consequently, we will neglect the a (2) and b (2) ef-
fects. The only parameters that remain undetermined are the
rˆ 1,2 , which contribute to a (1). However, from a dimensional
analysis @4#, their magnitude can be naively estimated as
urˆ iu.(0.460.2)/(r21)3. Their dependence on the actual
value of M p ~needed for the numerical derivation! seems
very weak. In our calculations we will take them first as zero
and then we will include them in the uncertainty.
Concerning l1 and l2 , they come only from the terms in
L(4,0) , which do not contain explicit chiral symmetry break-
ing. They are given by2-5
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~0 !54~2L1
r ~m!1L3!2
1
48p2H logM p2m2
1
1
8log
M K
2
m2
1
35
24J ,
l25l2
~0 !54L2
r ~m!2
1
48p2H logM p2m2
1
1
8log
M K
2
m2
1
23
24J . ~23!
It can be seen that these parameters do not carry any r de-
pendence. For definiteness, we will use for them the values
obtained in @4#:
l15~25.362.5!31023; l25~9.761.0!31023,
~24!
which are consistent with other determinations in the stan-
dard framework.
The values of a and b depend on whether there is actu-
ally a large or small condensate at T50, and we will use
their r dependence to reproduce different scenarios. For il-
lustrative purposes, let us recall that in the standard formal-
ism both a and b are slightly bigger than one and r.26.
In contrast, the low condensate alternative seems to prefer
a.2 and r.10 @4#.
Phase shifts
For the virial expansion we need the phase shifts of defi-
nite isospin and angular momentum channels. At lowest or-
der, they are defined as follows ~see @22# for a discussion on
this subject!
tand IJ~s !5s~s !Re t IJ~s !, ~25!
where s(s)5A124M p2 /s . The partial waves t I ,J are ob-
tained from the isospin amplitudes
T0~s ,t ,u !53A~s ,t ,u !1A~ t ,s ,u !1A~u ,t ,s !,
T1~s ,t ,u !5A~ t ,s ,u !2A~u ,t ,s !,
T2~s ,t ,u !5A~ t ,s ,u !1A~u ,t ,s !, ~26!
by means of
t IJ5
1
64pE21
1
d~cosu!PJ~cosu!TI~s ,t ,u !, ~27!
where PI is the corresponding Legendre polynomial. In our
calculations we have just used the lowest angular momentum
for each isospin channel, namely (I ,J)5(0,0), (1,1) and
(2,0). For all means and purposes, they dominate the low
energy pion interactions.01400The calculation of ­P/­mˆ
We have then used the above phase shifts with the second
order virial expansion. In order to obtain the condensate, Eq.
~12!, we then need ]P/]mˆ , which can be obtained using
]P
]mˆ
5
]P
]M p
]M p
]mˆ
1
]P
]M K
]M K
]mˆ
1
]P
]Fp
]Fp
]mˆ
1
]P
]FK
]FK
]mˆ
.
~28!
Naively one just expects the first term, but let us remember
that M K , Fp and FK are mˆ dependent and they appear in the
amplitude either directly or indirectly through a , b , l1 and
l2 . That problem was carefully avoided in @6# by using
SU~2! standard ChPT and only using F in the free energy
expansion.
Of course, only M p appears in the fugacity, or in the free
gas virial coefficients and thus we expect the three last terms
in Eq. ~28! to be much smaller than the first. Indeed, within
the range of r and T that we are interested in, we have found
that the term due to the appearance of M K in the amplitude is
smaller than 1% and we have neglected it. In contrast, Fp
and FK together generate contributions of the order of 5%,
and therefore they have been included in our calculations.
The derivative of the pressure with respect to M p , Fp
and FK have been performed numerically, with an increment
of 0.1 MeV. For instance, the value of the pressure is first
calculated with the real M p and then with M p2dM p , in-
cluding a change in the chiral parameters, following Eqs.
~22! and ~23!. A similar procedure is followed for Fp and
FK .
In our calculations we have used
]M p
]mˆ
.
M p
2mˆ F 112r2*2rr221 G ,
]M K
]mˆ
.
M p
2
4mˆ M K
r~2r2*2r !21
r221
,
]Fp
]mˆ
.
Fp
mˆ @~r21 !1~FK
2 /Fp
2 21 !#S FK2Fp2 21 D ,
]Fp
]mˆ
.
r21
2
]Fp
]mˆ
, ~29!
which we have obtained from Eqs. ~17! and from @4#. There
are, of course, corrections, but their effects on the final re-
sults are again less than 1%.
Results
As we have already commented, the virial expansion can
be trusted only at low temperatures, mostly, due to the fact
that above ;150 MeV the contributions from other more
massive particles becomes relevant. These effects will be
studied in the next section and we will see that they tend to
lower the critical temperature, which is therefore more favor-2-6
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figures results for higher temperatures, they should be inter-
preted with great care as a qualitative behavior or, for in-
stance, as a tendency towards symmetry restoration. Never-
theless, comparing between different figures could also
illustrate what is the qualitative effect of a change in the
parameters.
Thus, in Fig. 2 we have shown the dependence of the
chiral condensate with the temperature and for a light quark
ratio in the range 8<r<26. For V we have used the central
value 4.7. Although the actual points at which ^q¯q&50 are
just gross estimates, we can see that lowering r yields a
systematic decrease in the chiral phase transition tempera-
ture.
Indeed, TC seems to be above 200 MeV for r>20 going
down to 130 MeV around r58. Note that for the latter tem-
perature our approximations can become quite reliable. As
we have already seen, smaller values of r are forbidden to
ensure vacuum stability.
The previous results have been obtained using the central
values of all parameters. In Fig. 3~a! we show what happens
if we take into account the uncertainty in V and thus, we plot
the temperature dependence for the two extreme cases, r
526 and r58. The former, which corresponds to the upper
curve, is almost insensitive to this variation. It corresponds to
FIG. 2. Quark condensate versus temperature and r for V
54.7.01400the standard formalism, where the value of the chiral con-
densate is largely dominated by the O(m) term and, consis-
tently, changes in the other terms are almost negligible. On
the other curve, which is associated with the lowest conden-
sate scenario, the effect of this error is translated to a 10 to
15 % change in TC , at most.
In Fig. 3~b! we show the uncertainties associated with all
the parameters that appear in the scattering amplitude. In the
shaded areas, we have taken into account all the effects of
changing l1 , l2 , rˆ 1 and rˆ 1 . In addition we have also let the
pion and kaon masses vary between their values for the neu-
tral or scalar particle. Note that in the case of the pion mass,
such a change also affects the coefficients of the virial ex-
pansion and the fugacity. Finally, we have included the un-
certainty in FK /Fp51.2260.01 and we have let Fp change
between 92.4 and 93.2 MeV which are two values currently
cited in the literature. Both M p and Fp do also appear in the
expression of the T50 chiral condensate. All in all, the over-
all uncertainty in TC due to these parameters seems to be of
the order of 65 MeV at r526 and 63 MeV at r58. Since
we have just simply added the different errors, we consider
these numbers as a conservative estimate.
V. OTHER MASSIVE PARTICLES
In this section we will consider the effect of adding
heavier particles to our pion gas. We will be following
closely the approach of Gerber and Leutwyler @6# with slight
modifications to implement also the low condensate sce-
nario.
The density of massive states should be exponentially
suppressed by Boltzmann factors exp(2Mi /T). Their two
body interactions and their interactions with pions will there-
fore contribute to the second virial coefficient, but sup-
pressed by an exp@2(Mi1Mj)/T# factor. Hence, we will treat
those heavier particles in the free gas approximation. In such
case, we have an additional contribution to the pressure,
which is given by
DP52(
i
giT
2p2
E
0
`
dp p2log@12e2Ap
21Mi
2/T# , ~30!FIG. 3. ~a! Estimate of the errors in the ^q¯q& evolution due to the uncertainty in V . ~b! Uncertainties in the parameters that appear in the
pp phase shifts, added linearly.2-7
J. R. PELA´ EZ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014002where gi is the state degeneracy of a state with mass M i @that
was the factor of 3 in Eq. ~13!#. Note that, since we will be
dealing with temperatures much smaller than the first had-
ronic fermions, it makes sense just to use Bose statistics. The
above formula is only meaningful at low temperatures, since
as we increase the temperature, the mean distance between
massive states shrinks and the dilute gas approximation is no
longer valid. In Ref. @9# it was estimated that the model is
valid up to temperatures on the order of 150 MeV, although
it ‘‘rapidly deteriorates’’ for higher temperatures.
Back to the condensate, and in view of Eq. ~12!, the new
contributions are of the form
D^q¯q&52(
i
]DP
]M i
]M i
]mˆ
~31!
and therefore
D^q¯q&5
1
2p2
(
i
gi M i
]M i
]mˆ
3E
0
`
dp
p2
Ap21M i2
1
e
Ap21Mi2/T21
. ~32!
Thus, we only have to estimate the value of ]M i /]mˆ . Na-
ively, one would expect that the contribution mˆ to a hadron
mass would be roughly proportional to the number Ni of u
and d quarks it contains. That estimate seemed quite appro-
priate in the standard framework @6#. We now have to check
that it is also the case in GChPT.
Let us then go back to Eqs. ~5!, since to get rough esti-
mates it is enough to work at O(p2). As usual, we neglect
the Z0
S and Z0
P parameters. Then, we obtain the following
derivatives
]M K
]mˆ
.
M p
2
4mˆ M K
r~2r22r !21
r221
,
]M h
]mˆ
.
M p
2
6mˆ M h
F112 r22r
r221G . ~33!
We can reproduce the standard scenario with r526, which
yields mˆ .7.461.3 MeV using Eq. ~6!. In such case, we
find ]M K /]mˆ .1.360.2, which is in very good agreement
with a rough estimate of 1. We also find ]M h /]mˆ .0.8
60.1, again consistent with the naive estimate of 2/3. In any
case, it seems that ]M i /]mˆ 5Ni is a small underestimate of
the actual values of the standard scenario, as it was already
pointed out in @6#. Thus, in that work they considered that the
range from Ni to 2Ni was a ‘‘fair representation’’ of the
uncertainty in ]M i /]mˆ .
However, if we set r58, which corresponds to the lowest
allowed T50 condensate, we find ]M K /]mˆ .2.060.4 and
]M h /]mˆ .0.3660.06. Again, the order of magnitude is cor-
rect, although within a factor of 2. We will therefore use the01400estimates in Eq. ~33! for the kaon and the eta, instead of
]M i /]mˆ 5Ni . Those are the states that will contribute more
at low temperatures. For the rest, we will assume the uncer-
tainty in ]M i /]mˆ 5Ni to be from Ni/2 to 2Ni .
Thus, in Fig. 4 we show the results when the massive
states are taken into account. We have considered in Eq. ~31!
all particles containing u and d quarks up to 1300 MeV and
we have taken the central values of all the other parameters.
The dominant contributions are, of course, those of the ka-
ons, the eta, the rho and the omega. The shaded areas cover
the uncertainty in ]M i /]mˆ that we have just described. Ob-
viously, the net effect is biggest for the standard scenario,
since the critical temperature is higher, where TC is de-
creased down to 190 to 200 MeV. This result, although it has
been obtained within the generalized formalism, reproduces
very nicely the standard ChPT estimate given in @6#.
Indeed, the r dependence is given in Fig. 5 where we plot
the evolution of the chiral condensate both with T and r, for
the central values of all the parameters, but also including the
contributions from massive states. Note that, for the extreme
case when r58, the decrease is of the order of 5 MeV, down
to around 125 MeV.
FIG. 4. The evolution of the chiral condensate when we include
corrections from a free gas of particles more massive than the pion.
The shadowed regions cover the uncertainties in ]M P /]mˆ de-
scribed in the text. These contributions always tend to lower the
critical temperature.
FIG. 5. The evolution of the chiral condensate when we include
corrections in the pion gas from heavier states, as a function of the
temperature and the quark mass ratio r ~using the central values of
all parameters and estimates!.2-8
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In this work we have studied the generalized scenario of
chiral symmetry breaking, either with a large or a small T
50 condensate. For that purpose we have described a pion
gas by means of the virial expansion, whose coefficients
have been calculated using the amplitudes obtained within
O(p4) generalized chiral perturbation theory.
We have also added a crude estimate of contributions
from particles heavier than the pion, in a free gas approxi-
mation, which can be justified at low temperatures. The ef-
fect of these particles is always to decrease the temperature
of chiral restoration. Their net effect is to lower TC by 10 to
20 MeV in the standard scenario, and by around 5 MeV
when the T50 chiral condensate is smallest.
From our results, it seems that the chiral phase transition
in a pure pionic gas may occur at energies as low as 125
MeV in the lowest possible T50 condensate scenario. The
main source of uncertainty is the fact that within the gener-
alized approach many parameters still remain undetermined.
In the worst case, which again corresponds to the lowest
condensate and lowest TC , it can be estimated at about 20%.
For the standard case of a large condensate, we recover pre-
vious estimates of TC.190 MeV.01400In conclusion, we have found that the value of
;190 MeV for the critical temperature obtained from stan-
dard chiral perturbation theory can be seen as an upper
bound if we were to include O(mq2) corrections in the mass
terms, in addition to the standard condensate contribution.
The effects of these corrections always lower the critical
temperature, which, all together, could be as low as
125 MeV with a 20% uncertainty for the lowest condensate
scenario.
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